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Users can often find it difficult to sift through dense help pages, tutorials, Q&A sites, blogs, and wikis to locate useful task-specific instructions for feature-rich applications. We present Social CheatSheet, an interactive information overlay that can appear atop any existing web application and retrieve relevant step-by-step instructions and tutorials curated by other users. Based on results of our formative study, the system offers several features for users to search, browse, filter, and bookmark community-generated help content and to ask questions and clarifications. Furthermore, Social CheatSheet includes embedded curation features for users to generate their own annotated notes and tutorials that can be kept private or shared with the user community. A weeklong deployment study with 15 users showed that users found Social CheatSheet to be useful and they were able to easily both add their own curated content and locate content generated by other users. The majority of users wanted to keep using the system beyond the deployment. We discuss the potential of Social CheatSheet as an application-independent platform driven by community curation efforts to lower the barriers in finding relevant help and instructions.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Social content sharing; • Human-centered computing → Collaborative content creation; • Human-centered computing → Social recommendation
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1 INTRODUCTION

Using an unfamiliar feature-rich application can often be daunting for users. Although the web offers thousands of help resources, locating the most relevant and useful instructions and examples pertinent to a task can be frustrating and time-consuming. Instead of sifting through verbose documentation, lengthy text and video tutorials, blogs, wikis and other help pages, many users instead prefer social forms of help, such
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as asking a question over email [37], posting questions on their social network [33], or seeking help from software Q&A forums [30,42]. Through these social mediums, users can obtain direct task-relevant curated instructions from other users or experts, such as a paraphrased explanation, an annotated screenshot, or a snippet of content extracted from an existing help resource (e.g., a highlighted tutorial step, a relevant video frame).

Despite the benefits of curated help, the actual curation process can be cumbersome for the help provider, as multiple tools are required to capture the screen, annotate, save, and share instructions. Furthermore, these help snippets can be difficult to re-discover once they are buried in a private inbox or messaging service or on a Q&A forum [22]. Recent developments in commercial and research applications for note-taking and personal information management (e.g., EverNote [14], CheatSheet [46]) offer the possibility to streamline the process of taking screen-captures, adding annotations, and saving help content for personal reuse. Tools such as CheatSheet [46] further provide mechanisms for users to easily retrieve their own annotated “cheat sheets” as an overlay atop the relevant application. What if these personal cheat sheets and notes could be augmented with content from other users learning or troubleshooting the same application? How would users want to contribute and locate relevant content? In what contexts would this approach be most helpful?

In this paper, we investigate the concept of social curation of software help content by developing a novel platform, Social CheatSheet, that overlays relevant community-curated instructions and multi-step tutorials atop any web application (Fig. 1) and offers an easy curation interface for adding and editing
content. Although Social CheatSheet takes inspiration from several existing approaches in human-computer interaction (HCI) and computer supported cooperative work (CSCW), such as community-based help systems [7,27,28,31] and social annotation techniques [21,47], our approach is unique in that 1) it allows users to easily generate and aggregate task-focused curated instructions and multi-step tutorials using a combination of their own annotated screenshots and snippets of web-based help resources; and, 2) it makes it possible to leverage the expertise of the user community within the application to quickly find an answer to, “What is the best instruction or tutorial for me to learn task X in this application?” Importantly, users can retrieve and edit other users’ curated help on any web application by installing a browser extension, bypassing the potential barrier of relying on application owners to integrate the community help system [6].

To inform the design of our system, we first developed a minimal prototype using the original CheatSheet [46] idea and conducted a formative study with 10 users to assess concept usefulness and generate the design requirements for a complete system. From there, we designed new community-based features, step-by-step tutorials, privacy features, personalization options, and natural-language search capabilities in Social CheatSheet to facilitate community-based curation and in-application help retrieval.

We evaluated Social CheatSheet by carrying out a weeklong deployment with 15 users to assess in context: its usefulness and usability, how well Social CheatSheet supports the design requirements we derived, and the likelihood for adoption. The majority of users were favorable towards the system, including wanting to keep using the system beyond the deployment. Despite a small community of users and limited help content, two-thirds of users revealed that they discovered something new during the deployment period just by browsing other users’ curated content. While a third of the users said they would likely not add their own instructions and tutorials, given the ease of using the curation features, over half of the users were neutral and not opposed to adding content if the community were to grow in the future.

Our main contribution is in the design of a novel easily-accessible platform that can serve as a modern community-generated minimal manual [5] for learning unfamiliar tasks within a web application. Additionally, we contribute initial insights into how such a community-based help system can be used to add and retrieve content in the context of using a real-world application. While CSCW has a history of designing for knowledge and expertise sharing, our paper offers lessons for designing and evaluating what Ackerman et al. [2] call a collaboratively constructed information space. In this case, Social CheatSheet serves as a knowledge repository that leverages collaborative features to make the knowledge relevant and easier to discover. While our primary contribution is in the software help and learning domain, our work offers broader insights into how a personal curation system can be used to invent a new collaborative information space that serves both personal and community information needs and that users find easy to use and useful for contributing and retrieving content.

2 RELATED WORK

Our research builds upon several innovations in HCI and CSCW, but also differs from them in significant ways, as described below.

2.1 Community-based Software Q&A

Social help in the form of community-based Q&A has been increasing over the years, with well-established communities for both open source and commercial software in the last decade [28,30,41,42]. Our in-application help approach is most similar to systems such as LemonAid [7] and IP-QAT [31] that focus on delivering community-driven Q&A-style help based on application context. Like these systems, our motivation was also to reduce the back and forth between different applications and web-help resources that users often experience and to allow users to leverage each other’s experiences and expertise.

However, unlike these Q&A tools, Social CheatSheet’s primary focus is on helping users locate curated task-based visual instructions and step-by-step tutorials available on the web or created by the user community. Furthermore, Social CheatSheet users can customize the retrieved content by filtering by task, expertise, and learning style preferences and have access to a personal space for bookmarking useful content or adding their own private curated content. Finally, since Social CheatSheet is a browser extension
that anyone can install, it does not have to be adopted and integrated by application owners, which is known to be a potential barrier [6] for embedded community help systems.

2.2 Community-based Software Tutorials

Another class of relevant research has explored how the user community can be involved in enhancing tutorial content to help users make better use of unfamiliar features and reach new skill levels when learning software. For example, the CADament [29] system leverages the idea of gamification to engage users in a multi-player tutorial system and promote collaborative learning experiences for a CAD application. Despite the benefits of software tutorials, users often have difficulty locating relevant content within tutorials and it has been shown that users can benefit from community-based annotations that highlight key steps [23] or comments that tightly integrate with different parts of the tutorial [4]. Users can also benefit from seeing alternative and/or additional demonstrations and explanations within the videos [27].

Although Social CheatSheet builds on the concept of community-authored tutorials, it does not generate video or documentation-style tutorials (based on feedback from the formative study); rather, it offers a unique tutorial authoring feature to segment a task as a sequence of individual annotated step-by-step screenshots and allows users to attach external help snippets (e.g., a video frame, FAQ, or forum answer) to enhance the content. These tutorials are tightly integrated within an application and allow users to focus and easily navigate between individual curated tutorial steps without having to consult external resources. Furthermore, any future user can add, extract, or edit any part of the tutorial to improve the instructions for her own use or for sharing with the user community and can personalize the retrieval of tutorials by specifying different tasks, level of expertise, and learning preferences.

2.3 Community-based Software Help Recommendations

Several HCI systems have also investigated the idea of recommending help based on past actions of other users. For example, the HelpMeOut [20] system suggests solutions to help debug error messages based on what other programmers have done in the past. Similarly, CommunityCommands [32] contributes a collaborative filtering algorithm that can make new command suggestions based on actions of other users in a CAD application. More recently, the DiscoverySpace system [16] explores the idea of suggesting task-level actions to Photoshop users by harvesting data from user communities.

While Social CheatSheet captures basic user actions (e.g., clicking, scrolling, typing) for generating tutorial steps, it does not detect individual commands or application-specific features. Furthermore, none of these interactions are stored or used later to affect the retrieval algorithm. To retrieve relevant content, Social CheatSheet instead relies on task tags and explicit contributions from the user community (e.g., upvotes, downvotes, views, and other metadata). Additionally, when someone views a note or a tutorial step, Social CheatSheet can suggest notes with related or alternative explanations on the same topic (or the next steps if the note is part of a tutorial). These recommendations are based on the visual and textual similarity of the content and the related metadata, not analytics collected about user activity.

2.4 Augmenting Web Page Content and Functionality

Although not in the domain of software help, many HCI systems have explored how users can augment web page content and functionality and even share these augmentations with other users. Some of these systems (e.g., [21,47]) add rich social text annotations, such as comments and mark-up, as a layer over different elements of a web page. However, these systems largely employ page-based annotation tied to the content of the page (e.g., sentences and paragraphs). In contrast, Social CheatSheet uses a task-based annotation approach: instead of adding annotations on specific page elements, it inserts a library of annotated snippets of screen shots tied to different application subtasks (generated by users or curated from existing web-based content).

In addition to page-level annotations, some systems have explored ways of collecting and summarizing web-based information related to a topic using automatic approaches and templates (e.g., [13]) or using socially annotated schemas (e.g., [24]). Social CheatSheet has a similar goal of consolidating and organizing...
content from a variety of existing web help resources, but these resources need not follow similar templates or schemas to be incorporated into user-generated tutorials. Instead, Social CheatSheet is driven more by a deliberate community effort to curate and improve a shared, growing collection of software help tutorials than by its ability to automatically capture web-based content.

Other ways of augmenting web pages include systems that allow users to share detailed browsing activity with friends and even sync browsing sessions (e.g., PlayByPlay [49]) or adapt the structure of specific pages based on community redesigns (e.g., CrowdAdapt [36]) and accessibility needs [44]. However, Social CheatSheet aims not to interact with its underlying web page functionality or adapt the interface, beyond inserting its unobtrusive, initially-hidden layer of help resources. The main goal is to make it easier for users to discover curated help content for the application currently being used.

2.5 Re-finding Software Help

Lastly, an emerging class of systems has focused on helping users re-find previously used content. For example, InterTwine [15] supports task-based re-finding by tying together actions in a software application and browser histories and search queries. The CheatSheet [46] system allows users to take visual screenshots and save snippets of help content in a personal memory aid atop a web application. Studies of InterTwine [15] and CheatSheet [46] both indicated that a natural extension would be to explore community-based re-finding of help content. But, how a community-based re-finding and sharing platform could be designed and whether users would even find it useful in the context of their learning tasks was not investigated—this is a key focus of Social CheatSheet. In particular, Social CheatSheet extends the in-application memory aid concept [46] by connecting potentially many users of the same applications through a shared community-curated "cheat sheet," which they all draw from and contribute to atop an application.

In summary, Social CheatSheet builds upon and significantly extends prior HCI and CSCW innovations by offering a unique user-centered in-application social platform to help a user automatically discover, “What is the best instruction or tutorial for me to learn task X on an application?”

3 FORMATIVE STUDY

The goal of our formative study was twofold: (1) to preliminarily examine the usefulness of overlaid help content created by other users, and (2) to derive design requirements for our social curation platform. To address these goals, we first developed a minimal prototype using ideas from CheatSheet [46] such that users would see other users’ cheat sheets and notes (instead of their own content) atop a given web application.

3.1 Methodology

We carried out an observational study and follow-up interviews with 10 adult participants (4M/6F) between the ages of 19-64. We recruited participants through university mailing lists, word of mouth, and flyers placed on bulletin boards on a university campus. We used the web-based YouTube Video Editor as our test site and asked participants to imagine that they were returning from a vacation and wanted to put together a short compilation of their best vacation video clips and pictures prior to catching their flight home. Only one of our participants had used the video editor before (but had not used the specific features that we tested). We provided participants with a written outline of the study task and asked them to attempt as many of the steps as they could in a 30-minute time slot. We asked them to use our prototype to find help when they needed it.

Three members of our research team used CheatSheet [46] to create various annotated notes on using the video editor. All of these notes were made visible to each study participant’s overlaid cheat sheet as if they were coming from a larger community of contributors. We ensured that every component of the study task was explained in one or more of these notes and, for completeness of the help content, included additional notes on other major features of YouTube.

We opened the video editor’s Dashboard page in the active browser tab at the beginning of the study and logged into a test account. We provided an example video displaying the "model outcome" with the features
described in the scenario in a separate browser tab, which the participants watched before beginning the task and could refer back to at any time.

We asked participants to think-aloud as they performed the task, while one researcher observed and noted where participants encountered breakdowns or sought help. We also made screen recordings to corroborate our observations. We followed-up with a semi-structured interview to ask participants about their experience of using our prototype for finding help, how it compared to other help mediums, and their perceptions of seeing content from other users. We analyzed the data from our observations and interviews using an inductive analysis approach [43] to answer our two key research questions.

### 3.2 Key Findings

#### 3.2.1 Usefulness of In-Application Curated Help

Since all of the participants were new to using the YouTube video editor features that we tested, we observed that they struggled in locating the task-relevant functionality and consulted help from our prototype every few minutes. In terms of common breakdowns that trigger need for help [39], our participants’ struggles appeared to be mostly procedural (“how do I upload my video?”), navigational (“where is my video in the timeline view?”), and interpretive (“why did my annotations disappear?”).

To find help from our prototype, participants clicked on the pre-populated task tags about 5.9 times on average and issued 4.6 queries on average using our built-in search feature. Although our participants were using our prototype for the first time to learn an unfamiliar application, it was encouraging to see that, overall, they found it helpful to view other users’ curated cheat sheets overlaid within the application: “the best thing about it [prototype] was the overlay so I didn’t have to interrupt my train of thought to go on Google and search for something most relevant.” (P06)

Other benefits cited by users were being able to view help visually in screenshots (versus sifting through FAQs or written instructions), and being able to see key instructions annotated based on what other people found useful (versus watching a long video or reading through documentation).

Despite the overall positive response, only 4 of the 10 participants fully completed the task in the given time limit. Our findings pointed to several limitations with our prototype in helping users search for relevant curated content, assess the relevance of retrieved content, and apply the help content to the current task.

#### 3.2.2 Design Requirements

Using data from our observations and feedback from participants, we synthesized key limitations and requirements for improving the design of in-application curated help.

**Community-oriented features:** Users who struggled to determine the relevance of a note, often indicated that they would want to know if other users found it useful: “I feel like if someone is looking for an answer, I think looking at number of views or popularity would help them make a decision on which one to look at first” (P08). Users also wanted to see more features for participating and learning from the community, such as receiving recommendations for related content (e.g., alternative explanations), adding comments, and requesting clarifications.

**Step-by-step tutorials:** Participants stressed that viewing individual notes was not always helpful when a task required multiple steps. The “big picture” was often lacking or participants were unsure where to go next after completing a step. Several users made requests for viewing help content as step-by-step tutorials: “At least for me, [what I need is] the ‘first thing you need to do’. Maybe one paragraph that says ‘this is the process you use to create a video’... That’s actually a useful summary, and now I can actually go in and figure those things out. My feeling is if there’s a ‘do this first, then read this’, it might be more helpful” (P05).

**Personalization options:** Participants indicated that the retrieved notes were often either “too general” or targeted towards more experienced users. Since most of our participants were new to the test application, they wanted to see something relevant to first-time users. Similarly, some users also wanted a quick way to see notes that were more visual while others wanted to see more textual explanations. Participants noted that this was a limitation of most modern help systems that usually use a “one-size fits all” approach for providing help.
Participants also expressed privacy concerns—they did not want to see someone’s private information (e.g., account numbers) by mistake if it appeared as part of the help content: “Since they [a user] made this so everyone sees it… Doesn’t it mean I might see someone’s account numbers or passwords in [the screenshot], that they put in by accident?” (P04). This was also a concern about participating in the curation platform in the future: users wanted to be able to mark things private when necessary or hide their content on a screenshot.

Flexible natural-language search options: A key problem for all users was using our prototype’s rudimentary search feature—in fact, every participant tried to search by keyword at least once and found the current search mechanism to be too restrictive. Most participants noted that as the curated content grows, a more flexible natural language search engine would be necessary to locate relevant content.

In summary, we learned that users were positive about the usefulness of help curated by other users in the context of learning a new application, but that some key interaction capabilities would be needed in our social platform to help people add and locate task-relevant instructions. These are captured in our design requirements.

4 USER INTERFACE DESIGN OF SOCIAL CHEATSHEET

Based on our formative study, we designed Social CheatSheet, a novel social platform that allows many users to curate, collaborate, and discover relevant instructions and tutorials atop any web application. Our platform is built upon an extension of the personal note-taking application CheatSheet [46] and includes
several new features for community participation and more targeted searching, browsing, and personalization options.

4.1 Adding Curated Content

Social CheatSheet offers a number of ways for users to add their own curated content. By default, any note or tutorial added to Social CheatSheet is public (unless explicitly marked as private). Any content can be edited by any user in a wiki-style approach, and the system displays the username of the contributor in the editor.

Adding a single note or instruction: Building on the original CheatSheet [46] concept, when a user clicks "Add a Note" (Fig. 1.1 or 3.1), a screenshot of the current page is captured, and an overlay containing a curation interface in the editor view appears overtop of the page (Fig. 2.1). This interface displays the screenshot in an editor that can be annotated with a number of standard editing tools (e.g., highlighting, cropping, and drawing boxes/arrows) (Fig. 2.7). Below this is a bar with several curation tools, such as adding a description to the note and tagging it as relevant to a specific application or task (Fig. 2.2) and the intended expertise of the content (Fig. 2.6). The Application field is automatically populated with the current domain name. When the note is first saved, the additional metadata attached are the creation timestamp, the current user, and the current URL.

Adding multi-step tutorials: To address the identified need for better organization and flow of help content during longer step-by-step tasks, Social CheatSheet offers a tutorial-generation feature. The Create a
**Tutorial** (Fig. 1.1 or 3.1) feature is a special case of adding and grouping multiple notes together—a sequence of unedited notes to be captured automatically while a task is performed, building on auto-templating first introduced in CheatSheet [46]. Users can additionally attach helpful tips and snippets from other websites during the tutorial creation process.

As an example, consider Bob, a manager, who has set up his team named Alpha on Slack.com, an instant messaging platform for team communication and collaboration. He wants to quickly explain how to integrate Skype with Slack to his team. He clicks on the "Add a Tutorial" feature that brings up a dialog box (Fig. 4.1) where Bob can specify the relevant metadata. Using his own annotated notes and extracted snippets from the official Slack documentation, Bob can easily create a multi-step tutorial that will be included in the Social CheatSheet library for Slack. Bob can also use the Share by Email feature (Fig. 2.3) to send this tutorial to team members who are currently not using Social CheatSheet (they will receive a web-link to the tutorial).

**Asking questions or seeking clarifications:** Based on the formative study's finding that more community-based features were needed, Social CheatSheet includes several ways for users to interact with each other to seek and provide further help. When viewing an existing note or tutorial, users can add comments (Fig. 2.4) to ask for clarifications or additional answers. They can also add a note as a question by marking it as needing an answer (Fig. 2.5) and optionally specifying an email address to subscribe for answers or follow-up comments. Doing so will display the note with an orange triangle (Fig. 1.9) and a question mark, alerting other users that answers or clarifications are needed for this note.

**Preserving privacy of curated content:** Although the goal of Social CheatSheet is enable sharing of help content, our formative study highlighted the need to ensure user privacy is maintained throughout this process. Our system allows a user to mark a note as private (Fig. 2.5) and they can also use the censoring tool (Fig. 2.10) to hide private names or other confidential information.

### 4.2 Finding Community-Curated Content

Once users have the Social CheatSheet extension installed, the in-application collapsible **drawer** (Fig. 3) automatically retrieves the public notes and multi-step tutorials for that website. To ease the discovery of existing content and facilitate filtering, the drawer lists most popular tasks (Fig. 3.4) within the current application, sorted in descending order by the number of notes and tutorials tagged with the task.

For example, consider Alice who just joined Bob’s team Alpha on Slack.com and needs to quickly figure out its key features so she can keep up with her team. When she visits her Slack team page, Social CheatSheet immediately shows the 5 most popular notes on Slack in the drawer along with the top tasks (e.g., notifications, email, themes, etc.). She clicks on the notifications tag and sees the most popular notes and tutorials related to that topic. She would be interested later in learning about muting notifications, so she bookmarks the tutorial by clicking on the star symbol (Fig. 3.5).

When Alice clicks on “Show More”, the drawer expands into the **grid view** and shows a full list of tasks and content for the current application (Fig. 1), appearing as an overlay across the page. When a user clicks on a task tag, the system filters down notes and tutorials to only show those tagged with the selected task.

**Personalized sorting and filtering options:** Following the formative study finding that more personalized retrieval of help content is needed, both the drawer and grid views offer features to sort and filter content based on personal preferences. By default, the most popular content is displayed first (based on views and votes). This can be changed to show the most recent notes, personal bookmarks, or only notes created by the user (Fig. 1.4), or to filter the content by type such as tutorials or unanswered questions (Fig. 1.5).

There are additional options to sort by expertise or by preference for visual or textual explanations (Fig. 1.6), both of which reorder the retrieved notes and tutorials such that items appropriate for the user’s expertise level and preferred learning style are emphasized nearer to the top of the results. For example, since Alice is new to Slack, she clicks on the "First-time User" radio button to see only notes and tutorials appropriate for new users. Since Alice feels that she learns best with more visuals and fewer text descriptions, she moves the learning style control (Fig. 1.6) towards showing more visual curated content.
Searching for content: Social CheatSheet places search bars in both the drawer (Fig. 3.2) and the full grid view (Fig. 1.3), allowing the list of notes to be filtered by a search query. The search algorithm returns a ranked list of notes and tutorials to be shown, by matching the search query against notes’ description text, task tags, application name, or textual annotations drawn over the image.

Viewing content as notes or tutorials: When a user clicks on a note from the grid or the drawer, an expanded version of the screenshot opens up in the editor interface (Fig. 2) along with annotations, descriptions, tags, other users’ comments (Fig. 2.4), and other metadata (Fig. 2.2). If the origin of the note was a YouTube video, users can immediately play the video within the editor. The system also makes recommendations for other similar notes along the left side-bar (Fig. 2.8). Users can vote on the level of expertise that is commensurate with the note and also whether or not the note was helpful (Fig. 2.6). Clicking the “Share by Email” button (Fig. 2.3) allows users to quickly copy or email a link to a web page that shows the note or tutorial, to facilitate helping anyone who doesn’t have Social CheatSheet installed. Users can also click on the minimize button (Fig. 2.9) to push the overlay almost fully down on the screen to easily go back-and-forth between their application task and instructions on the note.

When a user clicks on a tutorial (marked by a blue triangle, Fig. 1.8), all of the steps (individual notes) within the tutorial open up in the grid view (Fig. 1). Clicking on a particular step opens up the editor (as described above), but instead of showing the recommended similar notes, the left side bar shows a quick short-cut to other steps in the tutorial.

5 SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

To enable Social CheatSheet to function across any web application, we built a Google Chrome extension that automatically inserts its interface and content into each web page the user visits. The notes and related metadata are all stored in a database on a third-party server, with the use of a browser extension allowing Social CheatSheet data to be transferred to and from this server without violating same-origin policies on websites.

5.1 Ranked Retrieval Approach for Showing Content

When a request for notes and tutorials is made to the Social CheatSheet server, it includes the type of retrieval (Most Popular, Most Recent, Favorites, or My Notes), the application name, and the current page title. Optionally, it may also include a task tag or search query, a learning-style preference, and an expertise level.

For a Most Popular retrieval request, the corpus of notes and tutorials for the given application is first optionally filtered to those having the specified task tag or matching a keyword in the search query, if applicable. Each note is then assigned a popularity score equal to \( (\text{upvotes} - \text{downvotes}/2 + \sqrt{\text{views}})/10 \). Finally, any notes (or tutorials containing notes) that were created on a Web page with the same title as the user’s current one are always ranked strictly higher than any without this property. The results are then returned in decreasing order of score.

For Most Recent retrieval requests, the same filtering by application, task, and search query takes place, but then the notes are simply returned in reverse chronological order. A Favorites request returns all of the user’s favorited notes and tutorials, and a My Notes request returns all of the user’s own created notes and tutorials, regardless of application, in the order they were favorited or created, respectively.

5.2 Approach for Recommending Similar Notes

The similarity of any two notes is calculated from the perceptual hashes ($dHash$ \cite{26}) of their images and pairwise TF-IDF scores of their text and task tags. A note’s text, for this purpose, is the concatenation of its description and any textual annotations, separated by spaces. The image similarity was given less ranking weight because in some of our testing we found that it was less reliable for obtaining relevant results than user-curated text and tag similarity. Whenever a user requests to view a note, the 10 notes with the highest similarity are returned as recommended “similar notes”.

5.3 Approach for Filtering by Learning Preferences and Expertise

A note’s dominant learning style is labeled as either Textual or Visual, calculated by a decision tree when it is saved. Longer descriptions, longer text annotations, more highlighter annotations, and higher visible text fraction branch toward a Textual label, while greater numbers of other annotations (e.g., arrows, rectangles) branch toward a Visual label. A note’s expertise level is voted upon by the community according to the audience they deem most appropriate given the note’s content and presentation (Fig. 2.6). If a user selects a learning style (Fig 1.6) or specifies an expertise level at retrieval time, each note’s score in the sorting algorithm is scaled according to how closely its own calculated learning style and/or user-voted expertise level match the specified ones. Scores for tutorials are modified the same way, with their learning style and expertise level taken as the average of those values over all their individual steps.

6 FIELD DEPLOYMENT OF SOCIAL CHEATSHEET

How to best evaluate Social CheatSheet at this stage required consideration. We recognized that if we were to do an unconstrained “in the wild” field evaluation (such as [1,8]), it would take some time for independent help communities to organically emerge, and this process could be negatively impacted if there were significant usability issues for which we had not yet tested. On the other hand, conducting a lab study would not be as compelling as we desired, given the artificial setting. We settled on a hybrid approach, similar in nature to [45] whereby we conducted a field deployment using a task-based approach where we encouraged users to explore the key functionality for curating and consuming content in the context of their own work. Our goal with the task-based field deployment was to investigate the following research questions:

1. How do users perceive the usability and usefulness of Social CheatSheet?
2. How well does Social CheatSheet support our design requirements identified in the formative study?
3. What factors would affect the long-term usage of Social CheatSheet, beyond the deployment period?

6.1 Methodology

We asked participants to use Social CheatSheet both as curators and consumers on the Canvas web application, our university’s learning management system. Canvas is a feature-rich application used by instructors and TAs to customize and deliver course content and by students to download lectures, submit assignments and view grades, among other more advanced tasks.

6.1.1 Participants

We recruited 15 study participants (7F, 8M) who were all between the ages of 19-34 and currently studying at a large university (6 Bachelors, 6 Masters, 3 PhD) in various majors. We posted flyers on university bulletin boards, and university mailing lists to recruit participants who were currently using Canvas either in a course as a student or as a teaching assistant (TA). Most of the participants were frequent users of Canvas: 7 used it daily, and 5 used it once a week and the rest used it less than once a month. None of the participants knew each other and we gave them anonymous user IDs during the deployment.

6.1.2 Week-long Deployment Protocol

Our deployment was carried out in three stages, yielding different data points throughout the study.

**Pre-deployment setup:** Study participants first attended (individually) a brief 20-30 minute setup session, during which they filled out a demographic questionnaire, and set up the extension on their laptops for the deployment period. We gave brief demonstrations to participants on how to access Social CheatSheet in the browser, an overview of the features available to them, a handout listing the example tasks and a brief summary of Social CheatSheet features just described to them. Prior to leaving, participants were remunerated with a $20 gift card and were asked to sign up for a post-deployment interview time slot.

**Deployment period:** We asked participants to use Social CheatSheet on their own time, as they saw fit, with their interactions in Social CheatSheet being logged to our server. We provided them with 6 example
tasks that differed slightly depending on whether the participant was a TA or a student (due to different capabilities in Canvas based on user role). To test our curation features, we asked participants to assume that they were explaining the tasks to new students or new TAs. For example, we asked students to create content about forming project groups and submitting assignments, and TAs to create content about grading assignments and creating discussion threads. For assessing retrieval, we asked participants to seek help from Social CheatSheet to try to learn advanced features, such as using the real-time video streaming and the calendar scheduler.

As part of the bootstrapping process, three researchers pre-populated Social CheatSheet with a dozen notes and tutorials based on Canvas FAQs available on our university website (these did not overlap with the tasks provided to participants).

We sent daily emails to remind participants to try Social CheatSheet, and to fill out an open-ended online feedback form to identify any usability issues they encountered and/or any thoughts on using the tool. The activity logs saved detailed time-stamped information about user activity within Social CheatSheet (based on clicks on any interactive feature and opening or closing of the overlay). No other personally identifiable information or page URLs were logged.

Post-deployment interviews: Study participants returned for a follow-up interview and filled out an exit questionnaire about their experience with our system. Our semi-structured interviews with participants lasted about 30 minutes and probed into user perceptions of Social CheatSheet based on their usage over the past week (often by showing the researchers some of the notes or tutorials they had created), how they felt about themselves or others using it in the future, and how it differed from ways they might normally give or receive help. Finally, the researchers helped participants uninstall the extension, and provided them with an additional $30 gift card for completing the deployment and the interview.

6.1.3 Data Analysis
As described above, we used multiple sources to collect data about participants’ use and perceptions of Social CheatSheet via pre/post-deployment questionnaires, usage logs, online forms, and interviews. We used an inductive analysis approach [43] to look for recurrent themes and triangulated results from these data sources.

6.2 Results
The overall usage of Social CheatSheet and use of key features is summarized in Table 1. Below, we present insights from our main findings in relation to our research questions.

6.2.1 Usability and Usefulness of Social CheatSheet
The post-deployment questionnaires indicated that the majority of participants (11/15) found Social CheatSheet easy to use (Fig. 5). Participants highlighted several reasons for this, such as the visual nature of the curated content: "I guess the main advantage of this is that I can have something visual that replicates the actual screen, or the interface that they're going to be using... and also the ability to really highlight stuff or, you know, write comments on the screen itself, so that's something beneficial." (P02)

All 15 participants mentioned that they found it useful to see other people’s curated notes and tutorials. Interestingly, some participants who considered themselves to be frequent expert users of Canvas revealed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usage Sessions</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg # of usage sessions per user</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg length of session (min) per user</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg daily time spent (min) per user</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg # of online surveys per user</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Content Added during Deployment</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standalone notes created</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutorials created</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg # of notes and/or tutorials per user</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features Used during Deployment</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Questions asked</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes marked private</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares by email</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expertise level changes</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning style slider changes</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upvotes and downvotes</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search queries issued</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task tags clicked</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Censor tool uses</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note views</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutorial views</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of Social CheatSheet usage during the deployment
that they still learned something new by browsing the content curated by other users: “I saw people use Canvas in ways I’d never used it before, and that was interesting...and to see how people responded to the same task, like they did it in different ways, it was good...I was also able to learn a lot from just checking through the feedback from other people.” (P04)

Users who would otherwise turn to external tools and applications for saving and sending help to others found Social CheatSheet easy to use for streamlining both the curation process and the means of sharing: “I usually use the photo editor...the one for painting on the computer...I use screenshots with some social media apps... But with this [Social CheatSheet], I don’t have to switch between other applications: I just use Social CheatSheet and it takes the screenshot automatically...it’s easy.” (P13)

In addition to being easy-to-use, participants overwhelmingly indicated that Social CheatSheet was useful in finding relevant curated content compared to other forms of static help, such as documentation created by application owners: “Maybe sometimes they [in-app help creators] didn’t think through a lot of usage scenarios, but in Social CheatSheet since many persons [can contribute], it’s possible to find the information you hope to find.” (P01)

As shown in Fig. 5, almost every participant (14/15) felt that new users to an application would find Social CheatSheet helpful. The common reason was that new users often face a “blank-slate problem” and do not even know where to look for help or tips. The visual annotations and step-by-step nature of the content could be particularly beneficial for these users: “I would say Social CheatSheet is more beneficial to new users and novice users more than the expert users...It does take a lot of screenshots, and it’s very detailed in that way. So that kind of level of detail would benefit novice users more than an expert user who may prefer less numbers of slides [notes] with more content condensed into each particular slide.” (P02)

Although less pervasive than for novices, a strong majority (11/15) still indicated that Social CheatSheet would be helpful for experts (Fig. 5). These participants felt that experts could use Social CheatSheet to share their knowledge with others, even if they would not necessarily find help for themselves: “If I am an expert...I’m not going to use it for solving my questions. I may be willing to solve others’ questions if I have time, if it’s easy for me to use the tutorial thing.” (P11)

As expected, given that this was the first evaluation of Social CheatSheet, participants did identify some usability challenges and bugs. We collected 44 such issues through the online survey during the deployment. For example, participants wanted to have finer-grain control or real-time feedback on the steps being recorded in tutorials. They also provided suggestions for including additional features, such as voice-over, options for arranging and mass-editing tutorial steps, and more customization of tutorial annotation tools.

### 6.2.2 Social CheatSheet’s Support for Design Requirements

We next present key findings from our deployment in relation to our five design requirements.

**Community-oriented features:** Overall, we found that users benefited from having community-oriented features to easily browse and locate useful content. For example, even expert users of Canvas...
indicated that often they forget certain features over time, and do not even know about advanced/hidden “power-user” features. Social CheatSheet was well-suited for discovering such features with community-generated tips and reminders: “I was a TA [before], and I forgot some of the basic issues in Canvas...so, for the people who are experts for a period of time and then they don’t use [an app] for a long time, [Social CheatSheet] can be a great tool to refresh their mind.” (P01)

It was interesting to see that many participants tried different community-oriented features on their own (even though they were not explicitly mentioned in the provided tasks). For example, two participants tried using the commenting features: one tried answering another participant’s question on a note that was marked as needing an answer; another participant added a clarification on her own tutorial step. The email feature was used four times to send notes to other people who were not Social CheatSheet users and participants found it intuitive and useful for sharing content with their parents or friends. Several more indicated that the email feature can be useful in the future, such as to help older adults who may not want to install special extensions: “Once [we] make tutorials with many steps, then, for example elderly people and some people who are not familiar...can just follow one step by step, and it’s pretty clear to explain what should I do on this website.” (P10)

Additionally, over half of the participants indicated that the ability to ask questions to the community was useful and easy to use, with 6 unique participants actually creating at least one note marked as needing an answer (these were answered by the researchers during the deployment).

Since the participants in the study were anonymous, and none indicated that they knew any of the other participants, it is encouraging to see some evidence of direct social interactions during the deployment.

**Step-by-step tutorials:** As shown in Table 1, tutorials were more popular than standalone notes in terms of usage and perceived utility: all but one participant marking the tutorial feature to be “useful” or “very useful”. This was substantially higher than standalone notes, for which only 11/15 participants said the same, and which one participant did not use at all. Consistent with our formative study, we discovered that participants liked breaking apart the task into different steps rather than showing everything on a single image: “I really like the tutorial function...because you can see all the [notes] together and see the context of using some function” (P03)

**Personalization options:** We observed that just over half of the participants (8/15) tried changing the value of the learning-style slider at some point during the deployment, and among these participants, all but one used it multiple times. Similarity, 7/15 participants tried filtering notes by expertise level, with all but one of these setting it to a value of “Novice”, and the remaining one to “Expert”. We were pleased to see that users were interested in trying these features without any prompting. While these personalization features were currently manually controlled by users, some users were curious to see how the system could learn their preferences over time and show relevant content accordingly.

**Preserving privacy:** Although not explicitly stated in any task, four participants marked notes as private. This may not be indicative of realistic usage, since a primary motivation for that feature is to keep a reference for oneself in the future, and this use case is particularly ill-suited to a short-term deployment. While screenshots of Canvas were likely to contain private information such as student names or grades, most users (11/15) preferred using our censor tool to “black out” these sections of the screenshots instead (rather than marking the note private). Several participants indicated that they would prefer to see the censor streamlined such that they could hide same parts of multiple similar tutorial steps, or specify areas to censor upfront when creating a tutorial.

**Flexible natural-language search options:** While it is not a research contribution, our improvements to Social CheatSheet’s search engine did improve user experience. Participants in the field deployment appeared to use search queries as their primary means of navigating the help resources within Social CheatSheet, issuing 222 freeform search queries in total (7.4x more than their use of task tags). (This differs substantially from the usage patterns during the formative lab study, where participants used 1.3x more task tags than search queries on average due to limitations of the original search algorithm).

### 6.2.3 Potential for Long-Term Usage and Adoption of Social CheatSheet

One of our most encouraging findings was that two-thirds (10/15) of our participants spontaneously used Social CheatSheet beyond the Canvas application. Our logs showed that they added notes or tutorials on 12 other sites, such as our university registration site, a teaching evaluation tool, Amazon, and Google Sites,
among others. This non-Canvas activity comprised 25% of the all notes created and 19% of all tutorials, which was surprising given that none of our example tasks directly asked participants to use these sites. We were also encouraged to see the majority of participants (10/15) agreeing that they would continue to use Social CheatSheet after the deployment, if they had the option to do so (Fig. 5). Furthermore, 11/15 indicated that they would recommend Social CheatSheet to others (Fig. 5).

In our interviews, participants enumerated several reasons why they would keep using Social CheatSheet—application independence and ease of use were cited as key reasons: "I think the biggest advantage is it's a plugin in the website, to any website. Whenever you want to see how to use the website you can just click on CheatSheet and then do some records" (P03). Another participant explained that Social CheatSheet could help her avoid the social cost of calling someone and re-learning a complex process (e.g., for installing software): "I think it [Social CheatSheet] would be useful for downloading and setting up software that requires following some instructions, because sometimes when you've done it before and you want to do it a second time on a different system, you can't remember and have to go through the whole process again" (P04). This use case also reflects an infrequent activity that the user knows she will need help with in the future, and can be viewed as a collaboration with her future self.

Another participant talked about using Social CheatSheet for coding-related use cases (as a curator and consumer): "...if I were to try to explain a code snippet to someone...then I can just create a tutorial using this [Social CheatSheet] and send an email to them. So, I guess it just has to do with how it's relevant, the tutorial I'm making is, to my own needs." (P02)

Some participants mentioned that they would only create content if they had a specific need to do so, such as a family member asking for help, but not simply to share their software knowledge unasked. Overall, most participants indicated that they would be more likely to use Social CheatSheet as a content consumer than as a content creator, in part because of the additional work required to curate high-quality content. One participant who was not a frequent user of Canvas said that he did not see himself contributing content to Social CheatSheet about Canvas, but that for other applications that he was more familiar with and needed to use advanced features, he would add notes: "The thing is...I don't use [Canvas] that frequently, so I don't make notes...but if it's some application [e.g., Google Search] that I'm using every day, I might add notes." (P15)

While participants were overall positive about accessing curated notes and tutorials, some felt that they did not find anything helpful due to the limited content currently available, but that the system could be more useful in the future: "I found myself using it to try to find answers to the things I didn't know how to do in Canvas, but unfortunately there were no answers there yet. But I thought it was really handy how you can search things quickly and... if I [were] to do it next week then it would be probably more useful." (P08)

Another person pointed out that even though he found relevant content and found the visuals to be helpful, the metadata and description quality could be improved: "I searched through the tutorials to see if I could find if anyone else had submitted a tutorial for [a] scenario. I found some...but they were very sloppy, and I couldn't get any information from them." (P07)

Other participants were less concerned about the content quality in the long-term because they felt that the community could help maintain content with up-votes and down-votes and it was just a matter of adding moderation features and quality checks that are already common on forums and social applications.

7 DISCUSSION

Our design and evaluation of Social CheatSheet demonstrates how users could participate and benefit from community-curated help, particularly multi-step tutorials, atop feature-rich web applications. More broadly, our work offers insights into a how to design a useful collaboratively constructed information space [2] that not only leverages the benefits of the community, but also offers users a private space for their own content and ability to personalize retrieval. Although our evaluation was a short-term small-scale deployment, it was encouraging to see that users could still find useful curated content, benefit from trying out the system on other applications, and be willing to keep using the system beyond the deployment. Nonetheless, our findings also highlight some limitations that future work can address to improve different aspects of social curation in the context of learning software, as we outline below.
7.1 Incentivizing Social Curation and Community-Building

Our findings showed that a third of the users would likely not add their own curated notes and tutorials. This is not surprising given other findings on online communities where most users are consumers rather than contributors [3]. However, given the ease of using the curation features, over half of the users were neutral and not opposed to adding content if the community were to grow in the future. Also, since many users already curate content for helping family and friends or even take notes for themselves to save helpful instructions [46], it may just be a matter of further incentivizing users to participate and adjust to the Social CheatSheet medium for curation. Furthermore, given the long-term growth of technical help communities such as Stack Overflow [30] and software discussion forums [28], we have some confidence that Social CheatSheet can eventually grow as a community portal.

In future work, our platform can be used to investigate different aspects of user participation in this new medium via controlled field experiments. For example, to what extent does the ease of visual curation entice more people to participate than a traditional text-based curation interface? How can we employ techniques such as gamification [10,11] that have worked well in other domains to improve in-application social curation? How would participation rates compare across different domain-specific communities (e.g., users of spreadsheets vs. 3D modelling vs. health applications)?

As user contributions grow and more content gets added, naturally a concern may be if the user experience would be compromised in some way. Future work could investigate how well the retrieval algorithms and the usability of the system scale with active user communities and growth in curated content.

7.2 Maintaining Quality and Availability of Curated Help

Despite the overall positive feedback about retrieving help, users did raise some concerns about the long-term availability of relevant high-quality instructions and related metadata. As we explore mechanisms for incentivizing users to participate in the social curation process, we believe it is important to also design mechanisms to ensure proper maintenance of community-curated content. In particular, given the rapid evolution of web applications, it is important to consider how the content and metadata could be maintained to preserve relevance. In our current model, the out-of-date information will get down-voted by the community, but future work could explore how to automatically detect web page changes and compute a “freshness” score of the related help content.

In our field study, users retrieved content added by other anonymous users and they did not express any major concern about not knowing a contributor’s identity or reputation. However, as has been shown in previous work, content quality and user perceptions in the long run can be affected by contributions made by experts vs. non-experts [34]. Future work could explicitly investigate how users perceive curated content added by anonymous users (as they did in our study) vs. users revealing their identities and additional information about their expertise.

Even though Social CheatSheet is a community-based help system that does not depend on application owners, there is opportunity for technical app support staff to help their users by maintaining the availability and quality of the help content. Support staff already contribute content on Twitter, Facebook, and product forums [48], often by providing "verified" answers—similarly, they could use Social CheatSheet to broadcast important instructions, changes, or tips to users that would appear within a user interface.

7.3 Personalizing and Recommending Targeted Curated Help

Although users found it easy to locate and filter relevant curated help, there may be an opportunity to further push the boundaries of our social curation platform and offer more targeted curated help to users. For example, we can try to infer what tasks users are actually performing in the application and proactively recommend relevant curated help (this is in contrast to other innovations that focus on recommending commands and features [32,35]). Furthermore, techniques such as pixel-based reverse engineering of interface structure [12] could be used not only to glean what tasks are being performed, but also to improve the accuracy of our image-
based note similarity metrics. Future work can also investigate how to build hybrid help systems that have knowledge about the characteristics of users participating in the curation platform and can use collaborative filtering approaches [38,40] to suggest more targeted content.

Feedback from both our formative and field studies indicated that some users learn better from visual vs. text-based instructions and novices and experts prefer different granularity and format of help. Yet, most current software learning materials rarely take individual user characteristics into account and offer the same help to all users. While our system begins to explore the idea of personalizing curated help content by allowing users to retrieve different content based on their expertise (e.g., novice vs. expert) and learning style [17] preferences (e.g., visual vs. textual), there are many opportunities for more automatic and adaptive personalizations. For example, it may be possible to extend and integrate HCI research on automatically detecting novice vs. expert behaviors [18] and supporting novice to expert transitions [9]. Similarly, mechanisms for automatically inferring learning styles have already been explored in educational settings [17,25] and it would be interesting to investigate how they could be adapted in the context of using software and accessing help.

Lastly, there is potential to explore the benefits of social in-application help in contexts beyond troubleshooting or seeking help with feature-rich applications. For example, there is already evidence of online sharing ecosystems around customizations [19], but there is little in-application support for this type of sharing. Perhaps platforms such as Social CheatSheet can be extended to allow users to share such content. Personalization of socially curated content can also be investigated in educational contexts, especially the potential of adding curated content to large-scale distance learning platforms, such as MOOCs.

8 CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have contributed a new vision for enabling social curation of help content such that any user can add and retrieve task-specific curated visual instructions and step-by-step tutorials atop any existing web application. Our initial field study further contributes insights into the benefits of using Social CheatSheet as a curator and a consumer. We plan to make our social platform open so that together with other CSCW and HCI researchers we can investigate incentives for social sharing and community-building, innovate on in-application social help recommendation algorithms, and design new interaction paradigms for personalizing socially curated help content.
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